
We at WizKids are very excited at the success of Marvel Dice Masters. 
At the recommendation of many of our retailers, we’ve decided to provide this PDF 
file as a guide to allow players to use standard six-sided dice (D-6s) as substitutes 
for the Basic Action Dice and Sidekick dice that right now can only be found in the 
sold-out Starter Sets.

In order to do this, you’ll want to print this sheet as a reference and have a few 
different types of D-6s.

8 of one type of D-6 for your Sidekick dice (ex. white dice with black pips)
3 of another type of D-6 for your Basic Action Dice (ex. red dice with white pips)
3 of a third type of D-6 for your other Basic Action Dice (ex. blue dice with white pips)

Note: You’ll want your Basic Action Dice to be different from your opponent’s to 
avoid confusion.
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Spin one target character up or down 
one level.
*/** Spin a second target character up 
or down one level.

Use: 3

3

Deal 1 damage to each character. 
* Deal 1 extra damage to each character. 
** Deal 1 extra damage to each player and 
each character.

Use: 3

3

Angel cannot be blocked by a  
character with a lower level.

 
 

 
Global: Pay  to remove one attacker 

Use: 3

4

Your opponent targets two of his or her
characters. Those characters cannot
block (this turn).
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Your attacking characters that are knocked 
out (this turn) return to the field.
Global:

Use: 3

2

Pay   . One target character gets
+1A (until the end of the turn).

Two of your target characters get +1A 
and +1D (until the end of the turn).

*/**  Those characters get an additional 
+1A and +1D.

Use: 3

3

Draw and roll two dice from your bag.

Use: 3

4



Use: 8

?
0 1

1

Angel cannot be blocked by a  
character with a lower level.
** Knock out a level 2 or lower character 
instead.
Global: Pay . Target blocked  
character deals no damage.

Use: 3

Knock out a target level 1 character.

3

Angel cannot be blocked by a  
character with a lower level.

Your characters get +2D. 
*/** One character gets an extra +3D.
Global: Pay  to give one target  
character +1D (until the end of the turn).

Use: 3

3
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Use: 3

4

Two of your target characters get +1A.
While attacking, damage that those two
characters deal in excess of the total defense 
of blocking characters is dealt to your 
opponent.

Deal 2 damage to one target character 
or player.

Use: 3

3


